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7 February 2020 
 
Dear Parents/Carers 
 
The School Rebuild and Planning Consent - A Meeting for Parents and Carers             
on Monday 16 March 2020 at 7.00 pm in the Desborough Hall 
 
I am delighted to inform you that on Friday 31 January 2020 we finally received               
planning consent for our proposal to rebuild the majority of the school. The circa £30               
million scheme, funded by the Government, is one of the largest of its kind in the UK.                 
Work is due to start this Easter with the new buildings being opened in late 2021. 
 
The new three-storey building will be constructed by Bowmer + Kirkland and will be              
one of the most sustainably designed schools in the country with additional facilities             
to support the pastoral care and emotional well-being of the students. A local             
benefactor has also committed to fund expanded sports facilities to encourage more            
participation in physical activity and exercise.  
 
The new facilities will include science laboratories, design and technology facilities,           
art rooms, classrooms, new dining room, sixth form centre, a four-court sports hall             
and an activity studio. Every single teaching space will benefit from new and high              
quality ICT equipment. The front of the new building will be some 65 metres further               
back from the road and reducing the impact on the local community has been a key                
element in the exterior design and landscaping. Every single element of the new             
school has been carefully considered and meticulously planned.  
 
One of the early phases of the project will be the construction of the modular village.                
We will see a large number of pieces (92 in all) of classrooms, corridors and offices                
brought on to the school field starting at Easter. These will then be assembled to form                
our Modular Village which will form part of the school for the duration of the               
construction of the new buildings. As I’ve said before, the quality of these classrooms              
and labs is excellent and actually superior to many of our existing spaces.  
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There is a lot of other information that I would like to share with you. This includes                 
what the new school will look like, what alterations we will need to make whilst the                
construction is taking place and the approximate timeline for the project. I would,             
therefore, like to invite you to a meeting at 7.00 pm on Monday 16 March 2020 in                 
the Desborough Hall. I will give a presentation after which there will be an              
opportunity for you to ask questions of me and the Leadership Team.  
 
I look forward to seeing you on the 16 March. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
Sue Collings 
Chief Exec  
 

 


